CORE Committee Agenda
Thursday, August 4, 2022 1:00 pm- 3:00 pm
Zoom

1. Introductions (make sure attendance is taken)
2. Announcements/Walk on items
3. Any updates on action items
4. HUD NOFO Updates
5. Follow-up on Courtney’s lead for assistance with prioritization project
6. Review prioritization brainstorm list with new categories
7. Update of Lived Experience Committee on prioritization list & engagement methods
8. Review of characteristics of people who died while experiencing homelessness
9. System Performance Measures Presentation
10. Identify action steps, responsible party and timeline – be sure to keep this realistic!
11. Next Meeting: Thursday, September 1, 2022 1:00 pm- 3:00 pm
   • Topic: To be determined based on where today’s conversation ends

   Need: Co-Facilitators and Notetaker

If you need meeting materials in another format, please contact Torrie Kopp Mueller at tkoppmueller@cityofmadison.com.